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As long as humankind has walked the face of the earth, dark entities have been lurking in the
shadows - from the creatures of myth and folklore to the realms of horror and science fiction, beings
have been lurking in the darkness. Now, the infamous Shadow will finally step out into the light.
Shadow's story is a thrilling adventure of discovery. Shadows can be good or evil, real or imaginary,
and their shadows expand in all directions. The resulting shadow-space is wide and deep. With game
scenarios and missions stretching to over 200 square miles, the world is only as big as Shadow's
imagination. Shadow's story also introduces a cast of new heroes: the detective story of the hero is
used to a new form, in which the player himself controls a hero as he sifts through clues and
background information, conducts interviews, breaks into homes and offices and pursues his own
trial and error path through the deep... A group of bandit-themed characters are being hunted by
members of the Albuena Noble family. Can you rescue them and find the key to unlock their jail?
Gameplay What is Lunatic Fringe? From the creators of the award-winning game Ignis fatuus comes
a beautifully designed game that completely redefines the adventure genre. In Lunatic Fringe, you
play as a thief called a 'Lunator' who is trying to help the people escape from the smothering, high-
security Albuena castle. This multi-layered game brings together exploration, character progression,
combat, inventory, crafting, customization, stealth, strategy, gathering and stealth. As you complete
missions you will unlock new characters that you can use in free roaming and combat missions. In
between exploration and combat you will be looking for tools, enemies and clues to help you unlock
the castle's secrets. For more details, check out www.lunaticfringe.com About Game Freak Game
Freak (pronounced gēm feek) is a Japanese video game developer company formed in 1994 by
former Nintendo and Square staffers. Their first game, Yume Nikki, became an unexpected success
and established Game Freak as a very popular developer. After that, they have developed several
games, including renowned titles such as Mother 3, Parasite Eve and the Monster Hunter series.
They also develop many mobile games like Fire Emblem, Flipnote Studio and Mario + Rabbids. They
will be exhibiting at PAX East on April 17 - 19 at booth #3040. For more information, please visit
www.game

Features Key:
Play in all widescreen modes and rotate the game to suit your display. Your cockpit will fill the entire
screen in 2.8x configuration, or your monitor in widescreen mode.
All famous fighters such as MiG Alley, a Japanese air jet, Pan Am, German fighter or much more.
They fly under zero-G conditions to defeat their enemies.
No other games needed to play. With the zero-G Dive feature you can play the game underwater - all
the enemies fly differentily, and there is a power-up as well.
Pilots can grip an enemy fighter to inflict damage equally to their own fighter. The game therefore
allows you to make trading shots. 

Zero-G Revolution FULL Key Features:

Play in all widescreen modes and rotate the game to suit your display. Your cockpit will fill
the entire screen in 2.8x configuration, or your monitor in widescreen mode.
All famous fighters such as MiG Alley, a Japanese air jet, Pan Am, German fighter or much
more. They fly under zero-G conditions to defeat their enemies.
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No other games needed to play. With the zero-G Dive feature you can play the game
underwater - all the enemies fly differentily, and there is a power-up as well.
Pilots can grip an enemy fighter to inflict damage equally to their own fighter. The game
therefore allows you to make trading shots. 

Zero-G Revolution Fantasy Stars Game Key Features:
Star fighters, Black holes, Asteroids, Pirates, UFO, Jets and much more. Set your
advantages like speed, weapons or specials to attack the enemy.
Each fantasy star and Black hole has enemies of his own. They can also take over
each other's Black holes with their black hole beacons. The fighters have their own,
and if Black Holes capture enough of the rings they can automatically call enemy
bombers for them to attack. The pirates can deploy air aircraft to sail on the sea.
UFOs fly in the sky.
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